ABSTRACT: In 2018, tourism was the fastest growing sector in the world, accounting for 10% of all jobs worldwide and 10.4% of the world’s gross domestic product. Tourism is often cited as a strategy for future development at national, regional, and local levels. This paper takes a closer look at the Lofoten Islands in northern Norway, where the increase in nature-based tourism over the last two decades has occurred in parallel with the restructuring of the traditional fisheries. Nature-based tourism in rural regions relies heavily on a broad range of ecosystem services (ES). This paper will present how stakeholders in nature-based tourism assess the influence of climate change on ES crucial for their activities and for the destination and will outline and explain how the practitioners perceive their ability to withstand or adapt to these changes. With the aid of models depicting potential future climate scenarios, we initiated discussions with stakeholders and found that tourism actors have only to a minor degree sought to develop strategies to increase adaptive capacity and therefore resilience to climate change. Based on our findings, we discuss how the adaptive capacity of individual actors in nature-based tourism forms the basis for the system’s resilience, and that a general resilience focus also forms the basis for transformational capacity, a capacity needed for future resilience. In light of our findings and analyses, we will conclude by reflecting on overarching systemic transformative tendencies in the wake of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and obligations contained in the Paris Agreement on reducing global emissions.
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1. Introduction

Tourism is highlighted as an important strategic sector for postindustrial economic development (World Travel and Tourism Council 2019b). Up to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak, tourism was the fastest growing industry in the world. In 2018, international travel reached 1.4 billion international arrivals, and the industry accounted for 10% of all jobs and 10.4% of the world’s gross domestic product (GDP; World Travel and Tourism Council 2019a,b, p. 2). It was expected that growth in international travel would continue; however, tourism became aware of the socioeconomic and environmental impacts of climate change, with ski resorts and beach fronts being studied with the aim of understanding their vulnerability to climatic changes (Scott et al. 2012; Newsome et al. 2013). Coastal and marine environments are important for tourism (Hall 2001), and their particular vulnerability to climate change in case of extreme climate events and sea level rise has been raised (see Hall 2001; Moreno and Becken 2009). Climate change impacts on ski tourism are the impacts most covered by research, initially through climate change impact assessments and sensitivity assessment studies, followed by stakeholder perception studies, climate sensitivity analyses, integrated assessments, and skier behavioral response studies (Dannevig and Aall 2015; Gildestad et al. 2017; Steiger et al. 2017). Despite these efforts, according to Scott and others (Scott et al. 2012; Cole et al. 2016), tourism stakeholders’ perceptions and responses to environmental and climate change are still poorly understood. What has become apparent, though, is that “a lack of understanding of the integrated impacts of climate change and the effectiveness of adaption strategies potentially hinders the development of resilient tourism operations and destinations” (Scott et al. 2016, p. 1). Addressing risk perceptions of ski industry tourism where at least two of the following elements are included: physical activity, natural environment, and/or cultural immersion (World Tourism Organization 2014, p. 10). AT is one of the fastest growing subcategories of tourism (World Tourism Organization 2014), and all three elements of AT included in UNWTO’s definition will be addressed in this paper.

As early as the 1980s, scholars focusing on nature-based tourism became aware of the socioeconomic and environmental impacts of climate change, with ski resorts and beach fronts being studied with the aim of understanding their vulnerability to climatic changes (Scott et al. 2012; Newsome et al. 2013). Coastal and marine environments are important for tourism (Hall 2001), and their particular vulnerability to climate change in case of extreme climate events and sea level rise has been raised (see Hall 2001; Moreno and Becken 2009). Climate change impacts on ski tourism are the impacts most covered by research, initially through climate change impact assessments and sensitivity assessment studies, followed by stakeholder perception studies, climate sensitivity analyses, integrated assessments, and skier behavioral response studies (Dannevig and Aall 2015; Gildestad et al. 2017; Steiger et al. 2017). Despite these efforts, according to Scott and others (Scott et al. 2012; Cole et al. 2016), tourism stakeholders’ perceptions and responses to environmental and climate change are still poorly understood. What has become apparent, though, is that “a lack of understanding of the integrated impacts of climate change and the effectiveness of adaption strategies potentially hinders the development of resilient tourism operations and destinations” (Scott et al. 2016, p. 1). Addressing risk perceptions of ski industry tourism where at least two of the following elements are included: physical activity, natural environment, and/or cultural immersion (World Tourism Organization 2014, p. 10). AT is one of the fastest growing subcategories of tourism (World Tourism Organization 2014), and all three elements of AT included in UNWTO’s definition will be addressed in this paper.

As early as the 1980s, scholars focusing on nature-based tourism became aware of the socioeconomic and environmental impacts of climate change, with ski resorts and beach fronts being studied with the aim of understanding their vulnerability to climatic changes (Scott et al. 2012; Newsome et al. 2013). Coastal and marine environments are important for tourism (Hall 2001), and their particular vulnerability to climate change in case of extreme climate events and sea level rise has been raised (see Hall 2001; Moreno and Becken 2009). Climate change impacts on ski tourism are the impacts most covered by research, initially through climate change impact assessments and sensitivity assessment studies, followed by stakeholder perception studies, climate sensitivity analyses, integrated assessments, and skier behavioral response studies (Dannevig and Aall 2015; Gildestad et al. 2017; Steiger et al. 2017). Despite these efforts, according to Scott and others (Scott et al. 2012; Cole et al. 2016), tourism stakeholders’ perceptions and responses to environmental and climate change are still poorly understood. What has become apparent, though, is that “a lack of understanding of the integrated impacts of climate change and the effectiveness of adaption strategies potentially hinders the development of resilient tourism operations and destinations” (Scott et al. 2016, p. 1). Addressing risk perceptions of ski industry tourism where at least two of the following elements are included: physical activity, natural environment, and/or cultural immersion (World Tourism Organization 2014, p. 10). AT is one of the fastest growing subcategories of tourism (World Tourism Organization 2014), and all three elements of AT included in UNWTO’s definition will be addressed in this paper.

As early as the 1980s, scholars focusing on nature-based tourism became aware of the socioeconomic and environmental impacts of climate change, with ski resorts and beach fronts being studied with the aim of understanding their vulnerability to climatic changes (Scott et al. 2012; Newsome et al. 2013). Coastal and marine environments are important for tourism (Hall 2001), and their particular vulnerability to climate change in case of extreme climate events and sea level rise has been raised (see Hall 2001; Moreno and Becken 2009). Climate change impacts on ski tourism are the impacts most covered by research, initially through climate change impact assessments and sensitivity assessment studies, followed by stakeholder perception studies, climate sensitivity analyses, integrated assessments, and skier behavioral response studies (Dannevig and Aall 2015; Gildestad et al. 2017; Steiger et al. 2017). Despite these efforts, according to Scott and others (Scott et al. 2012; Cole et al. 2016), tourism stakeholders’ perceptions and responses to environmental and climate change are still poorly understood. What has become apparent, though, is that “a lack of understanding of the integrated impacts of climate change and the effectiveness of adaption strategies potentially hinders the development of resilient tourism operations and destinations” (Scott et al. 2016, p. 1). Addressing risk perceptions of ski industry tourism where at least two of the following elements are included: physical activity, natural environment, and/or cultural immersion (World Tourism Organization 2014, p. 10). AT is one of the fastest growing subcategories of tourism (World Tourism Organization 2014), and all three elements of AT included in UNWTO’s definition will be addressed in this paper.
stakeholders. Hopkins (2013) found a clear distinction in risk perceptions where current weather variability was perceived as a current risk, while future climate change was regarded as a more distant threat, a point we will return to in the analysis. Other scholars have stressed that personal experiences of weather preceding the study seem to play an important role in shaping perceptions of climate change (Wyss et al. 2014a).

According to Scott et al. (2012) there has been a tendency to examine potential climate change impacts in terms of one element rather than considering the broader system. In this vein, Scott et al. (2016) analyze the implications for the industry of the assessments of the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report on climate change.1 Using the Lofoten Islands as an example, this paper seeks to contribute to the understandings of the combined effects of climate change impacts, adaptive capacities of actors, and the resilience and transformability of the nature-based tourism sector and ultimately the socioeconomic system it is a part of. Specifically, we will present the relation between stakeholders’ perceptions of future climate-induced changes to ecosystem services (ES) that they themselves identify as crucial, and assessments of the adaptive capacity, resilience, and transformability of the nature-based tourism system.

We will seek to answer the following research questions:

1) Which potential climate change–induced impacts on ecosystem services are identified by stakeholders in nature-based tourism?
2) How do stakeholders in nature-based tourism perceive their own specific vulnerability and adaptive capacity—and the overall resilience of the industry—to climate-induced changes?

Based on the findings of these inquiries we will discuss in what way diversity and flexibility contribute to adaptive capacity, resilience, and transformability in the nature-based tourism industry.

2. Theoretical framework

a. Resilience, adaptive capacity, and transformability

We find the applicability and analytical potential of the resilience concept fruitful for this case, as resilience is closely related not only to adaptive capacity and adaptability (Miller et al. 2010; Biggs et al. 2012), but also to transformability (Folke et al. 2010). With its origin in natural science and ecology, the resilience concept originally focused on “the capacity of ecosystems with alternative attractors to persist in the original state subject to perturbations (Folke et al. 2010, p. 1). Adaptability is generally referred to as “the capacity of actors in a system to influence resilience” (Walker et al. 2004, p. 1), thus referring back to the systemic understanding of resilience. A way of defining the adaptive capacity to climate change challenges of social actors would be “the ability of a sector, community, or household, to cope with, adjust, or recover from an exposure to, for example, extreme weather” (Hovelsrud et al. 2018, p. 4), thus reducing vulnerability (Nelson et al. 2007). Adaptive capacity depends on underlying factors such as economic, natural, and environmental resources and institutions, but also on social and human capital, awareness, information management, participation levels and risk-spreading processes; all factors pointing to embedded agency and proactiveness.

In the study presented here, we are dealing with what is called a complex social–ecological system (SES),2 where nature-based tourism activities are both dependent on and influence natural surroundings in a multisectoral environment. These systems will to a varying degree be resilient to new challenges based on actors’ adaptive capacities, but also to their transformability, that is, their capacity to “create a fundamentally new system when ecological, economic, or social structures make the existing system untenable” (Folke et al. 2010, p. 3). The resilience concept thus has the potential to describe a system’s ability to incorporate change, and to withstand, recover or sometimes even rebound in a strengthened way from shocks, stress, or disturbances (Folke 2006; Smith et al. 2009; Wyss et al. 2014b; Linnenluecke 2015), but also, to unveil preconditions for transformability (Folke et al. 2010).

Flexibility and diversity are crucial capacities of a resilient system (Manring 2014; Wyss et al. 2014b; Béné and Doyen 2018). But to focus on specific shocks to parts of the system—what Folke et al. (2010) called specified resilience—may in fact increase the risk of future instability. Therefore, it is argued, a general resilience focus opens for a broader understanding of a system’s capability to adapt, and ultimately its transformative capacities (Folke et al. 2010). Indeed, transformability has much in common with general resilience, they argue, as both concepts refer to the actions of participants evaluating the current situation, combining knowledge and experiences, potentially invoking “shifts in perception and meaning” (Folke et al. 2010) and thus transformational change, as in “a change in the nature of the stability landscape, introducing new defining state variables and losing others” (Folke et al. 2010, p. 5). Further, Carr (2019) argues that for resilience to foster the change needed to face the rapidly changing preconditions for SES, the focus must shift. In short, instead of focusing on systemic parts interacting to maintain its structure and function, an understanding of resilience as a project in which “social and natural processes . . . create and maintain particular socio-ecological states that further specific goals of those living in that system” (Carr 2019, p. 71) is vital. With this broader conceptualization, the way the adaptive capacity of actors influences resilience is not only as a conservative force maintaining the status quo, but as active participants in constantly redefining and renegotiating the very basis for the stability of the system, right up to the point of enabling transformability, as a means to foster future resilience.

---


2 See description in Folke et al. (2010).
The resilience perspective is gaining attention in tourism research for precisely highlighting the ability of the sector to cope with challenges and changes within the established system (Becken 2013). We concur and find the concept useful for understanding how the tourism industry and its enterprises could respond and adapt to increasing global change and disturbances (Biggs et al. 2012), and how broader systemic changes might trigger changes that, at different levels, might become transformative, in line with Folke et al.’s (2010) conceptualization of resilience.

Walker et al.’s (2004) description of a resilient system similarly mirrors this inclusive ambition with regard to the resilience concept. In their framework, a system is still resilient if it remains within what is its border of thresholds. A system’s resilience thereby refers to the width or limit of a stable domain, which they refer to as its latitude, that is, the borders from within which the system can recover and return to stability (Walker et al. 2004). This means that if a tourism system can handle several changes without losing its ability to recover, it has a large latitude, that is, a wide range of adaptation strategies available before crossing a threshold that makes recovery difficult or impossible.

Finally, effects of cross-scale interactions at lower and higher scales will also affect resilience and adaptive capacity. Gunderson and Holling (2002, cited in Manning 2014) argue that SES need to be examined from social, economic, and ecological views (see Folke et al. 2010). Climate change–induced drivers for change do appear, and have different consequences, at different scales (Luthe and Wyss 2014). Contextual manners such as market fluctuations, geopolitical tensions, environmental politics, technological development, demographic changes, customer behavior (including increased environmental concerns), and—as we all now know—pandemics, should all be considered when assessing resilience and adaptation strategies of SES. In other words, tourism actors depend on conditions influenced by climatic, ecological, institutional and market variations, often beyond their control. Thus, multiple variables combined make up the SES within which the tourism industry develops (Folke et al. 2010). Adaptational strategies must therefore be understood as efforts to meet multiple threats and challenges to the present state. And as has been mentioned, this multiplicity of challenges makes the identification of specific resilience to climate change difficult indeed.

b. Ecosystem services

Nature-based tourism depends on a great number of specific ES (Hall 2010). The concept ES was put on the agenda by the United Nations Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) and highlights nature’s contribution to human well-being through delivering “provisional services such as food, water, timber, and fibre; regulating services that affect climate, floods, disease, wastes, and water quality; cultural services that provide recreational, aesthetic, and spiritual benefits; and supporting services such as soil formation, photosynthesis, and nutrient cycling” (Reid et al. 2005, p. V). Nature-based tourism itself is, as defined here, considered a cultural ES providing recreational and aesthetic benefits and values (de Groot et al. 2010; Chan et al. 2012).

Duffy (2015) argues that changes in and degradation of ES will affect tourism in ways not yet understood. Additionally, there are multiple ways in which tourism itself can propel changes in ES in ways that might undermine the sector’s own existence (Church et al. 2017), for example, through overexploitation and overtourism leading to degradation of ES (Newsome et al. 2013). That said, the paradox of being an industry basing its economic growth on a dependence on specific ES that are threatened by the consequences of its growth, makes nature-based tourism a potentially vulnerable system (Goodwin 1996; Fennell 2015). Conversely, though, tourism can also contribute to the maintenance of ES that serve the industry’s interest, for example, by building and maintaining hiking trails and increasing the knowledge and awareness of ecosystems through such efforts as guided tours and farm tourism. Thus, the nature-based tourism sector’s utilization of ES can enable access to services that may also benefit local communities (Church et al. 2017). In our study the identification of critical ES for nature-based tourism is part of the methodological framework in assessing the sector’s vulnerability, adaptability, resilience, and transformative capacity to climate changes. Milcu et al. (2013) argue for a holistic understanding of the human–environment relationship of cultural ES. This aligns with our theoretical framework highlighting the cross-scale integration of actions when seeking to understand adaptation, resilience, and transformability in SES.

3. Methods

Our methodological framework is inspired by the assessment of the tourism system’s vulnerability to climate change presented by Moreno and Becken (2009) and the assessment of specific and general resilience to climate change given by Becken (2013). The assessments presented in this article are based on coproduction of knowledge between representatives of different scientific disciplines, and 16 stakeholders engaged with nature-based tourism (see Table 1).

Producing knowledge beyond scientific and professional boundaries requires translation of abstract theories and models in communication with practitioners (Cash et al. 2002; Norström and Cvitanovic 2020). Initially we interviewed three key informants separately, including the manager of the regional destination management organization (DMO), and managers of two companies. The key informants were strategically chosen because of their long-time engagement with nature-based tourism from different stakeholder perspectives. Central questions addressed in the interviews were which ES the stakeholders perceived as important for their business and for nature-based tourism in the region, which climate-induced changes they considered as most threatening to these ES and to their activities now and in the future, and how the stakeholders perceived their own vulnerability and adaptive

capacity and the industry’s resilience to present and future weather and climate change. The interviews were not recorded, and the analysis is based on the researchers’ notes.

In October 2018, 10 tourism stakeholders met for an open workshop invitation sent to all members of the DMO and posted on social media. Initially the researchers provided a short introduction to ES.4 The participants were divided into groups and challenged to identify ES crucial for their and others’ business or interests. Every group wrote notes into a form in alignment with Table 3 (described in more detail below) and presented in plenary. The researchers then presented preliminary data identified in the initial interviews, followed by a plenary discussion. Based on a presentation of existing high emission future climate projections scaled to the County of Nordland held by the researchers, the procedure from session one was repeated, and the participants were challenged to propose climate change indicators potentially affecting the specific ES of relevance for their activities (and the destination). Models for temperature, precipitation and snow cover were based on 12 × 12 km data from the European domain of the Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (EURO-CORDEX) collaboration.5 Models for sea level rise were based on a web tool for mapping storm surge and sea level rise available at the Norwegian Mapping Authority.6 The session also included discussions about experienced changes in weather conditions. In a last session we treated climate change adaption and adaptive capacity following the same procedure. The participants were in plenary challenged to assess their own and the industry’s adaptivity and adaptive capacity (qualitatively, not by using a scale) and to suggest how it could be increased. Three researchers, one of whom had the sole task of writing notes, took part in the sessions. All three researchers took notes, and a report was merged from these and from the forms collected from the participants.

Over a period of one year following the workshop, we conducted several follow-up conversations with four of the

---

4 We used the Norwegian term naturgoder.

5 Available at https://klimaservicesenter.no/climateprojections.

6 Based on a report available at https://www.miljodirektoratet.no/globalassets/publikasjoner/m405/m405.pdf.
participants from the workshop, and four key informants, including a nature guide and an operator of accommodation and fishing tourism. The new key informants were chosen because they utilize ES considered particularly vulnerable to climate change. Based on the data generated and discussions in the research group, downscaled regional climate projections for Lofoten were tailored by the authors. These projections were sensitive to the specific perceived impacts, threats, and knowledge needs assessed by the stakeholders. The tailored projections were finally presented to and discussed with four stakeholders in separate interviews where notes were taken by the researchers. The focus for these interviews was vulnerability and adaptive capacity and the data from these interviews are incorporated in the analysis. The data were generated before the onslaught of COVID-19 and must thus be seen in retrospect as representing a status quo for a booming tourism sector that has since faced severe challenges.

4. Case description: Lofoten

Situated just above the Arctic Circle in northern Norway, the Lofoten Islands is known for its pristine nature, fishery heritage, and—more recently—the struggle to keep the region free from petroleum extraction (Dale and Kristoffersen 2018; Dale et al. 2018). Despite its harsh environment, the region has been populated for millennia (Bertelsen and Urbanaczky 1988) and people in Lofoten have always been intrinsically tied to the sea as a main source of food and income. Over time, the main source of the region’s riches has been access to the Arcto-Norwegian cod (Gadus morhua, called skrei). Every winter, the skrei migrates from the Barents Sea to the waters of Lofoten to spawn. This is the basis for the great fisheries—Lofotfiske. Up to the twentieth century, these fisheries attracted up to 30 000 fishermen per season, and have together with the export of skrei and stockfish been of major importance for both the national economy and the survival of communities all along the Norwegian coast (Jentoft and Kristoffersen 1989; Sundby and Nakken 2008; Bjørkan and Veland 2019).

Thus, the connection to the sea, and to the skrei itself, is an important identity marker for people in Lofoten (Antonsen 2011; Dale 2011, 2016). The traditional drying racks covered with fish, its picturesque fishing villages, fishing boats, docks and harbors are crucial elements of the cultural landscape. However, the restructuring of fisheries during the post–World War II period led to decreasing demand for a fisheries workforce (Johnsen and Vik 2013). The development of a thriving tourism industry (see below) has led to a decline in dependency on the fisheries, but also the worst demographic consequences being averted. The population figures have been relatively stable (approximately 24 500 inhabitants) in this period, unlike most parts of rural northern Norway, which are experiencing population decline.

Because of the Gulf Stream, average winter temperatures are just below 0°C and average summer temperatures are 12°C. Average precipitation is approximately 1900 mm. Storms, which can occur more than five times annually, affect infrastructure and transport systems. It is not uncommon for bridges and roads to be closed and for boats to be forced to cancel calls to port because of bad weather. Climate unpredictability in different seasons over time makes short-term changes (as in more subtle changes in heat, precipitation, and extreme weather) hard to detect. Therefore, at the time of writing, there is no consensus around current impacts of human-induced climate changes in Lofoten. It is projected, though, that there will be detectable changes in a future beyond 1.5°C (see, e.g., IPCC 2018). The projections of future climate used in discussions with stakeholders are presented in the methods section. Tailored projections for Lofoten based on the analysis of qualitative data are presented in the findings section.

The tourism sector in Lofoten

The coexistence with the traditional fisheries should not be underestimated in understanding the recent developments of the tourism sector in Lofoten. The sociocultural heritage, both the physical remnants of the fisheries and the self-proclaimed ability to master the sea and to be resilient is the de facto basis for the development of a major tourism industry in the region (Karlsson and Dale 2019).

The marketing of the Lofoten Islands as a tourism destination is dominated by nature, which is also the main motivation for tourists to visit the region (Prebensen et al. 2013; Innovasjon Norge 2018; Kaltenborn et al. 2019; Antonsen and Enger jon Norge 2018; Kaltenborn et al. 2019; Antonsen and Enger 2020). A great variety of nature-based experiences are offered by local operators, and many operators classify themselves into the broader adventure tourism segment (see Weber 2001 paraphrasing Hall and Weiler’s definition) including both high risk-seeking and insight-seeking customers.

Annual reported guest nights in hotels and camping sites in Lofoten has more than doubled from approximately 250 000 in 2000 to almost 560 000 in 2019. In addition, it was calculated for 2019 that approximately 420 000 guest nights in total were spent in, variously, Airbnb facilities (209 000), on cruises (93 000), on the coastal express (Hurtigruten) (70 000) and in second homes (50 000). A rising but unknown number of tourists are also making use of the freedom to roam and prefer free camping in tents, caravans, and recreational vehicles.

8 The official statistics from Statistics Norway for 2019 (SSB.no at https://www.ssb.no/en/statbank/list/overnatting) are based on the reporting from 18 hotels and 44 camping sites (high season) including smaller units with houses, apartments and rorbuer. The historical data series were downloaded early 2020. These data series for the regional level are no longer available at this or any other site from Statistics Norway.

9 Data from Airbnb are available via Destination Lofoten, data from cruises are available via the Lofoten Cruise Network, data from second homes are calculated based on 2200 registered second homes in Lofoten (SSB.no at https://www.ssb.no/natur-og-miljo/areal/statistikk/fortidsbyggeomrader), and data from Hurtigruten are available at SSB.no (https://www.ssb.no/statbank/table/06207).
(RVs). Peak season is in the summer months, but winter tourism has been on the rise with an increase in guest nights (January–April) from 40 000 in 2010 to nearly 110 000 in 2019 (Statistics Norway; SSB.no).\textsuperscript{10} Foreigners make up a total of 57% of reported guest nights (especially from Germany, Sweden, France, Italy, and Switzerland). The share of foreign visitors relative to domestic increased year by year—up to the March 2020 outbreak of COVID-19.

Visitors arrive by car, ferry/express ferry, air flight, and cruise. There are numerous options for accommodation, including the popular traditional fishing cabins (called rorbuer). There is a long history of private lodging originating from the seasonal fisheries, which now has increased dramatically through Airbnb.

According to the regional DMO, visitors’ behavior has changed recently from traditional sightseeing to adventure tourism. This means more independent travelers with a desire to explore, resulting in more visitors utilizing ES physically, not only as scenery. The most iconic mountain peaks and beaches have become especially exposed. In combination with the increased number of visitors, this has led to a debate regionally about the sustainability of the sector. During the last couple of years, business plans to a larger extent than before express an effort to ensure a coexistence that benefits the future sustainability of the islands.

5. Findings

a. Potential climate change–induced impacts on ecosystem services valued in nature-based tourism in Lofoten

For analysis, we have divided the nature-based tourism system of Lofoten into subsystems, shown in Table 2 (Becken 2013). The categories are based on the stakeholders’ utilization of different ES, products available at the DMO’s website and the authors’ (1 and 2) contextual knowledge after living in Lofoten for 18 years.

As shown in Table 3 there is a great breadth of different ES perceived to be important, including biodiversity and key species. Across the subsystems, several stakeholders highlight clean nature and the freedom to roam, including the accessible shoreline, beaches, islets and inlets, peace and quiet, protected nature and local communities as overarching ES crucial for nature-based tourism in Lofoten. Some also refer to overtourism and accompanying contamination as major threats to ES, and thus to the attractiveness of the region for both visitors and locals. The stakeholders’ assessments of critical ES for nature-based tourism illustrates an interconnectedness and mutual dependency of many cultural ES, but also provisioning and regulating ES as defined by Reid et al. (2005, p. V).

b. Perceptions of adaptive capacity to weather and climate-induced changes

We asked the operators how they cope with rapidly changing variables such as bad weather events, and how they think that they will cope with future projected climate changes (slowly changing issues). The response was often that they already do have flexibility and adaptability embedded in their planning. As s-11 says, “It’s in our DNA.” S-5 adds on, “We are forever the entrepreneurs. Everything changes constantly. Even from day to day.”

Among operators within snow-based activities, ecotourism, and some parts of the sea-based subsystem the perception of a high adaptive capacity seems to be embedded in the business models. As s-5 explains: “If you don’t have a plan B, you’re dead.” S-11 points out that “our adaptive capacity is high. We do fine tuning every day.” Within the snow-based subsystem the adaptive capacity is all about being flexible and able to offer alternative activities due to changing snow and weather conditions; the skiing or walking on snowshoes might be relocated or replaced with a walk with crampons. Also, within the sea safari subsystem, where fishing is one of the main activities beside sightseeing, the perceived adaptive capacity seems to be high. According to s-2 they never cancel prebooked activities due to precipitation, and if it is too windy, they always have a plan B, either by relocating to where the water is calm or by switching to land-based activities.

Operators that offer accommodation in traditional fishermen cabins (rorbuer) fear rising temperatures and consequently rising sea levels the most, because many of the old cabins are located near the flood target. S-16 also stated that the needs to maintain the rorbuer, and thereby the costs, have increased due to what they have experienced as increased humidity in recent years. S-5, s-12, and s-15 explained that a lot of adjustments have already been made due to climate adaptation strategies implemented in public planning. On the basis of risk assessments in accordance with the Norwegian Planning and Building Act, new rorbuer are not permitted to be built as close to the flood target as the authentic ones, and concrete is replacing traditional wooden poles. The stakeholders are somewhat afraid that these adaptations will reduce the visual attractiveness and authenticity. This illustrates how cultural ES (Chan et al. 2012) are also valued and assessed as vulnerable to climate change for nature-based tourism, and how climate change–induced adaptations also may reduce aesthetic qualities and consequently have negative economic impacts for tourism (Houston 2002).

Loss of key species was perceived by several participants as a potential outcome of climate change. We asked s-15, a fisherman who also runs a fishing tourism resort (mainly in the summer season), if he feared that warmer sea could result in changing migration patterns of the skrei (Sundby and Nakken 2008). To our surprise, he did not see the skrei as vital for their business:

Well, we do not depend on the skrei. Maybe I will tone down the fishing part... We are working on expanding the season and see good occupancy also in April and May. The cod is not critically important for the business. As long as they (the tourists) get some fish. Our preferred customers are not the ones that fish the most. They want cheap accommodation.

Thus, his business is now strategically changing to a new segment by raising the standard of their facilities and consequently also the price level. “We are raising the bar to a new level.” Combining the tourism business with being a
fisherman, the winter season of fishing tourism is not his
priority.
We found a shared sense among the practitioners that the
weather has been changing, especially the last 10–20 years, a
sentiment that cannot scientifically be identified as climate
change. Some have already adjusted and adapted to what they
have experienced as more extreme/unpredictable weather by
not offering guided kayaking tours in most weather exposed
areas, by relocation to or expansion of potential territory (like
moving skiing trips farther east in the region where the tempera
tures are lower), by replacing small boats with bigger ones, by
not relying on renting small boats to tourists and by preparing
customers for even more unpredictability in general. Some also
reported that they have changed their portfolio from “extreme”
to “soft” adventures or are working in new segments like health
and well-being, mindfulness, coaching, and cultural heritage.
One reason is that such activities do not depend on weather or
climate to the same extent. “We can still use the scenery, silence
and infrastructure of Lofoten as an important backdrop,” s-4
says. S-11, an experienced nature guide, complemented these
arguments, saying that “an incredible amount of money is spent
to sell the extreme—but it is so poorly paid. Soft adventure is
the segment that pays the best.”
Some operators, especially within fishing and other sea-
based tourism, did not express the same adaptive capacity due
to rapidly changing variables as others. Some cancel trips
without a plan B: “We don’t have a choice if there is too
much wind to go out with the boat,” s-7 says.

### The tourist’s behavior and adaptivity
Operators in Lofoten report several changes in tourist
behavior. In addition to the turn from sightseeing to adven
ture tourism mentioned earlier, booking happens much later
than before, especially when it comes to activities, but with
accommodation too. S-11 estimates that average time of
booking for inbound visitors has decreased from nine to three
months in the last decade. Only large groups still book a year
in advance. Individual travelers in smaller groups are most
likely to book experiences the night before, or even the same
morning, s-2 tells. With full access to information online, the
visitors can easily assess weather forecasts and select the best
products “just in time.” This change means more unpredict-
ability for the operators. Another change mentioned was the
traveling patterns. While visitors, according to stakeholders,
might stay for one or even two weeks 10 years ago, recent
guests mostly stay for only two or three days at the same
accommodation before moving on. “Nowadays tourists want
to experience all of Lofoten in one week.” The changes from
solely a summer season activity to a year-round industry has
increased visitors’ expectations of professionality, but also
their willingness to pay. As s-11 puts it, “If you go six years
back, everybody asked about price. It was low-budget travel-
ing. Today, customers know what they want and put five
times the money into it. They pay without questions.”

### d. Future climate projections for Lofoten for precipitations
and temperatures
As mentioned, assessing the current influence of climate
change in Lofoten is a complex issue. Most of the stakeholders
are, however, concerned that climate change-induced
increased temperatures could cause more bad weather in the
future and that extreme weather will impact infrastructure.
The combination of increased precipitation, higher tempera-
tures, and shorter periods of snow cover could also lead to the
degradation of other ES due to the increased erosion of trails.

---

### Table 2. Subsystems of nature-based tourism in Lofoten, based on data made available for the study showing monthly sales of
nature-based activities through the portal of the DMO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sea safari</td>
<td>Guiding from motorboats, mainly rigid inflatable boats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Fishing tourism                        | Fishing trip with skipper and guide or renting boats and equipment without a
guide (some offer both); some combine renting out of boats and equipment
with accommodation (fishing camps)     |
| Birdwatching and phototourism          | Also as part of sea safari, hiking, ecotourism, cultural heritage and “hunting
natural phenomena”                                                           |
| Sea-based activities                   | Diving, surfing, standup paddling, and kayaking                              |
| Hiking/alpine touring and mountain climbing | From strolls in flat terrain to exposed climbing                           |
| Snow-based activities                  | Randonnée skiing (backcountry skiing in alpine terrain) and snowshoes       |
| “Exploring natural phenomena”          | Northern lights or midnight sun safaris                                     |
| Ecotourism                             | One operator is certified as an ecotourism operator, but several operators offer
“ecofriendly” experiences                                                          |
| Cultural heritage                      | Museums, cultural landscape, art and galleries, and authentic fishing villages |
| Golf                                   | 18-hole golf course                                                         |
| Local food and farm tourism            | Fish [including stockfish, which is Indicazione Geografica Protetta (IGP)/
Protected Geographical Indication (geographically protected)], and lamb, but
also vegetables, herbs, berries, cattle, and goat; Lofoten has two ecofarms
producing and selling goat cheese and meat from their farm sale; guided
horseback riding                                                                 |
TABLE 3. Important ES identified by stakeholders for nature-based tourism in Lofoten and perceived climate indices and effects due to climate change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecosystem services (subsystems in parentheses)</th>
<th>Perceived climate indices (other indices in parentheses)</th>
<th>Perceived effects due to climate changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iconic view: mountains, sea, northern lights, midnight sun, pastoral landscape, flat sea, good weather (All subsystems)</td>
<td>Temperature of the air; bad weather; persistent precipitation (20 of 30 days); wind</td>
<td>Less attractive view; overgrowing/forest; loss of income from daily bookings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod (skrei) and the Lofoten fisheries including stockfish and cultural landscape; (fishing tourism, cultural heritage, and local food)</td>
<td>Temperature of the sea; bad weather; wind &gt;12 m s⁻¹; persistent precipitation</td>
<td>Changing migration pattern for the cod; canceled fishing trips because of wind; changed booking behavior; loss of attractiveness/visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other species/biodiversity (halibut, whale, seal, eagle, other birds, and fish) (sea safari, bird watching, phototourism, and local food)</td>
<td>Temperature of the sea/air; bad weather; wind &gt;12 m s⁻¹ (overfishing/overextraction/pollution)</td>
<td>Loss of biodiversity; loss of species; loss of attractiveness/visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow (&gt;30 cm of snow cover) (snow-based activities: skiing; snowshoe guiding)</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Shorter ski season; loss of income because of cancellations; loss of attractiveness/visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural heritage/landscape (fishing villages, fishermen cabins, etc.) (cultural heritage; all subsystems as a backdrop)</td>
<td>Bad weather; storms; precipitation; temperature (sea level)</td>
<td>Flooding and property damage; moisture damage; adjustments resulting in less authentic landscapes; increased costs (public requirements and more frequent maintenance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure (bridges, boats, tunnels, airports, and roads) and regularity (all subsystems)</td>
<td>Wind (storms); precipitation; temperature (sea level)</td>
<td>Less regularity and closed roads/bridges; loss of infrastructure/damages; avalanches, rockfalls, damage; loss of income because of cancellations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trails in alpine and steep terrain and rangeland (hiking; climbing)</td>
<td>Bad weather; precipitation; wind; temperature</td>
<td>Risk of rockslides, erosion, and degradation; canceling because of bad weather; loss of biodiversity; erosion of trails; loss of attractiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictable weather (flat water) (all subsystems)</td>
<td>Wind precipitation</td>
<td>Canceling because of bad weather; loss of income from daily bookings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View below sea surface [sea-based activities (diving)]</td>
<td>Temperature of the sea; (pollution)</td>
<td>Loss of view and attractiveness; algal blooms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have analyzed 10 high-resolution regional 1 km × 1 km grids (see Wong et al. 2016) on future climate change impacts on specific parameters, identified by the practitioners, that will potentially influence relevant ES for tourism activities in Lofoten (see Table 3). Based on the authors’ assessment of the climate parameters’ relative importance for products and services offered at the destination, we have analyzed seasonal changes in projected temperature, precipitation amount (snow, sleet, and rain), long periods with precipitation (blocked weather systems), and snow depth for the six municipalities of Lofoten.¹¹ Wind has obviously also been identified as very important by the stakeholders, but research has not shown significant influence of human-induced climate change on storminess (Vautard et al. 2019).

The Norwegian government guideline on climate change adaptation (Ministry of Climate and Environment 2013) recommends precaution should be applied when considering the effects of climate change in decision-making. Thus, we have prioritized the analysis of climate model projections based on the high emission scenario with the representative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5), which assumes that greenhouse gas emissions due to anthropogenic activity will increase at the same rate as that observed since the 1960s. The plausibility of this scenario relative to others has not been assessed, although the authors believe it to be a potentially important topic for further scrutiny elsewhere.

Several stakeholders professed that they very rarely cancel activities due to precipitation alone. However, drop-ins decline with increased precipitation, stronger winds, or bad weather forecasts. Together with s-1 and s-2, we have compared daily sales during the summer season 2019 with reported weather for the same period and found indications that there is a correlation between what is defined as “bad weather” and “bad sales” and cancellations. The category “bad weather” was defined to indicate more than 8 mm of rain per day, while wind strength of more than 12 m s⁻¹ was identified as a critical level for security reasons among stakeholders. Increased precipitation as an effect of climate change

¹¹ More details about the climate model analyses will be presented in detail in S. Mayer et al. (2021, unpublished manuscript).
would potentially be a real threat to tourism actors, as we can assume less tourism demand for outdoor activities.

Attracting more winter tourists is an important strategy for Lofoten as a year-round destination. Activities such as alpine skiing (backcountry/randonnée) and snowshoe hiking are obviously dependent on snow. Therefore, the combination of temperature and precipitation matters during both winter and spring months. Based on the assumption that less snow cover will influence future nature-based tourism in Lofoten, snow coverage models showing areal mean over Lofoten for grid points above 300-m altitude and a snow depth of 30 cm (defined by stakeholders and researchers with skiing experience) was prepared for this study (S. Mayer et al. 2021, unpublished manuscript). Models for mean temperature change for Lofoten (S. Mayer et al. 2021, unpublished manuscript) complement the picture concerning the most prominent effects on ES that are important for nature-based tourism in the region.

Following an RCP8.5 emission pathway, the different future climate scenarios for Lofoten based on the stakeholders’ concerns about future climate change show that we can annually expect

- on average seven days more with a precipitation intensity higher than 8 mm day\(^{-1}\) by the end of this century relative to 1971–2000 (strongest increase during fall),
- significant increase in total precipitation (almost 25%),
- significantly higher temperatures for all seasons, that is, a mean increase for 2031–60 of 2.5°C and a 4.5°C increase for 2071–2100,
- that precipitation in the mountains will fall more often as rain instead of snow during winter and spring, and
- that snow depth beyond 30 cm will be rare in the region, even in a shorter time perspective (2031–60); however, single winters with a lot of snow will still be possible at elevations from 500 m above sea level.

Even if we tailored future climate models on the basis of impact categories assessed by the stakeholders, the modeling of snow conditions, precipitation/bad weather and temperatures were based on a limited data source. Unfortunately, because of COVID-19, we were not able to do a last workshop to present, discuss, and possibly adjust our modeling of scenarios.

6. Analysis and discussions: Diversity, adaptive capacity, resilience, and transformative capacity of nature-based tourism

Our findings from Lofoten underline the nature-based tourism sector’s dependence on many related tangible and intangible ES. The great number of ES valued as important reflects the wide range of activities offered in the region (Kaltenborn et al. 2019). This diversity indicates a high level of risk-spreading and thus a resilient system (e.g., Wyss et al. 2014b). Even if one or two of the subsystems experience stressors that necessitate adaptation (Bené and Doyen 2018), nature-based tourism is likely to remain a relatively stable overall system.

One illustrating example brought up by s-1 and s-2 was how sea safaris taking place in Lofoten responded to the situation in which, 10–15 years ago, the key species, orcas (Orcinus Orca), all but disappeared from Lofoten due to changes in the migration patterns of herring (Clupea harengus). Instead of shutting down or relocating, the actors’ response was to shift from orcas to sea eagles (Haliaeetus albicilla) as the main attraction.

The observed high perception among stakeholders about their adaptive capacity to present changes and risks are in line with other research findings (Scott et al. 2012; Reisinger et al. 2014). This is often explained as an outcome of the sector’s ability to cope with macroscale shocks mentioned in section 2a. In terms of the high perceived adaptive capacity to unpredictability among practitioners in nature-based tourism in Lofoten, we argue that much of this is connected to a culturally and historically embedded resilience where being able to cope with above-average variability is the norm (Hovelsrud et al. 2018), a resilience that is closely tied to the very essential reason for staying—the in-migration of skrei. The changing seasons, unpredictable weather situation, and the remoteness of the region contribute to the foundation for a sense of coping. “We will endure” (vi står han av) is a common phrase used in the coastal regions of northern Norway, pointing to an ability to withstand, adapt, cope, and survive—no matter what. This could be seen as a sociocultural manifestation of resilience based on heritage and practice-based learning from generations of fishermen, farmer-fishermen and seafarers risking their lives every day due to the unpredictable weather, and of women running the communities, farms, and welfare services in the long-term absence of the men.

The indication of difference in adaptive capacity between fishing and sea-based tourism and other subsystems found in Lofoten can be explained by the fishing tourism being less diverse, offering only one or a few activities or assortments of activities, and with a deeper path dependency related to investments in expensive equipment. Thus, they are less flexible and more dependent on good weather due to the risk to equipment and to the customer, meaning that in rough conditions, they have to cancel rentals. As also suggested by some of the stakeholders, another explanation could be that the guides and operators in other subsystems have acquired competences that ensure a higher adaptive capacity. For instance, it is common that they are educated as nature guides, tourist operators, or business entrepreneurs, often collaborating in business networks with others. Operators in fishing tourism, on the other hand, are more often former/present professional fishermen with inherited knowledge about fishing and seamanship, including a deep respect for the unpredictable forces of nature. But they may lack the entrepreneurial proactiveness of a nature guide who has learned that coping with constant change is the first step in making their livelihood from outdoor tourism activities. This difference first and foremost manifests itself in the fact that if the former fisherman cannot go out to fish, he does what has always been done—he postpones—while the professional guide will seek alternative activities.
We find this insight intriguing, as on the surface of things it reveals a curious contradiction. Tourism operators whose modus vivendi is most closely related to traditional fisheries—from where the self-proclaimed resilience to dramatic changes is derived—also express a lack of preparedness for change. Thus, the resilience that they nevertheless express is not necessarily specific nor refers to the subsystem of fishing tourism or to specific ES (skreit). It rather refers to a general collective capability to withstand change over time without “bailing out,” that is, moving elsewhere. As for s-15, the combination of a secure income from the fisheries and turning to other segments than the traditional “fishing tourists” can be interpreted as an adaptation strategy aiming to reduce vulnerability related to unpredictable weather, but also to achieve higher revenues from less price-sensitive customers. This also chimes well with the broader conceptualization of general resilience (Folke et al. 2010; Carr 2019) where active participants influence resilience through agency and adaptive capacity. Therefore, fishing tourism itself could be seen as but one of many options in a flexible system where, over generations and centuries, people in Lofoten have not only survived but thrived, and, most importantly, not left for some other place to live (see Dale 2011 for ethnographic descriptions of the relationship between fisheries and place-based identity construction in Lofoten). Curiously, this idea about a general resilience (vi står han av) remains even though there is and has always been an influx and outflux of people to and from the region (Antonsen 2011).

Most of the practitioners perceive themselves as highly adaptive in the short run, often by referring to personal experiences of weather (see also Wyss et al. 2014a). Still, they find it hard, and even irrelevant, to “look too far into the future,” beyond the lifetime of their own business. This aligns with Hopkins’s (2013) findings (see section 1). Even if our models were scaled down to Lofoten, the uncertainty of the models and of looking so far into the future lead the stakeholders to talk about experienced weather, or simply answering as s-14 did when he was shown our tailored scenarios: “If the snow disappears during our lifetime, we will simply have to relocate.”

Aligned with findings in resilience and adaptation literature in general (e.g., Luthe and Wyss 2014; Westskog et al. 2017), several of the stakeholders in Lofoten pointed out that their adaptive capacity relies on various factors beyond their own control: Similar to findings of Turton et al. (2010), we found a shared sense among the stakeholders that climate change–related issues are expected to be handled by the public sector, and that what stakeholders perceived as adaptations to climate change were often actually adaptations to climate policy [Turton et al. (2010), as summarized by Scott and Becken (2010, p. 293)]. S-5 pointed out that lack of governance and adaption strategies by local, regional, and national authorities are of the greatest risks: “... the changes are coming faster than the adaptions.” Three stakeholders brought up climate policy as an even greater potential threat to the tourism system than climate change itself. For instance—as confirmed by a recent Solberg Cabinet White Paper on climate policy for 2021–30 (Ministry of Climate and Environment 2021)—rising traveling costs due to increased taxes on emissions are to be expected. According to stakeholders, this policy is likely to reduce the competitiveness of high-cost destinations like Lofoten. Also, geopolitics and climate change at other destinations were brought up as factors that are likely to influence their market position. In alignment with other research findings (Ciscar et al. 2011), potentially positive outcomes from increased tourism demand for destinations at higher latitudes (e.g., in Scandinavia) due to climate-induced heat or drought at destinations at lower latitudes were brought up in three interviews. According to Scott and Becken (2010), the kind of perceptions mentioned above illustrate a limited understanding of climate change adaption by tourism stakeholders, and that such understandings also represent an important barrier to climate change in tourism decision-making. These themes are also discussed in literature and policy material on transboundary risks and impact chains (e.g., Lidskog et al. 2011; Fritzsche et al. 2017; Benzie et al. 2019; Booth et al. 2020).

7. Conclusions and challenges for further research

Our analysis has shown that practitioners in nature-based tourism are concerned to a certain extent that future climate change–induced increased temperatures might lead to more bad weather, a decline in snow cover, increased erosion, and higher sea levels, and that more extreme weather events will impact income and infrastructure. Their concerns are related to a broad set of ecosystem services (ES), perceived to be crucial for tourism, including biodiversity, cultural heritage, cultural identity, and aesthetic inspiration. Despite concerns, the nature-based tourism industry in Lofoten pre-COVID-19 was perceived by stakeholders as adaptable, resilient, and flexible due to the utilization of a great variety of cultural, provisional, and regulating ES. Resilience and flexibility were linked to the great diversity of ES and ES-based products and services, and adaptability to a perception of a socially and culturally maintained capacity for coping with the unpredictable. The system had a wide latitude in terms of possible adaptation strategies in meeting minor and larger challenges.

Different assessments provided by stakeholders in Lofoten on the potential impacts on their activities—if not of future climate change alone, but more of the generally unpredictable situation—speak volumes about the future capacity to adapt and reaffirm the notion of resilience. The reference from stakeholders to general resilience, in tune with the definition from Folke et al. (2010), shows that nature-based tourism in Lofoten is but a number of potential adaptation strategies for coping. Thus, the adaptive capacity of individual actors in the sector both refers to and influences an overall resilience in the communities of Lofoten that extends beyond tourism.

One important take-home message relevant for other destinations is that the possibility of utilizing multiple ES is no guarantee for that the potential loss of any one specific ES would not weaken an overall resilience. For instance, if the skreit had disappeared from the waters of Lofoten, we argue that this loss would negatively influence the overall resilience...
of the system upon which nature-based tourism in Lofoten has thrived. This is not because most of the tourism actors have this particular species as a main source for experiences, but because the historic and cultural identity and the authenticity of the Lofoten islands are inextricably linked to the skrei. The fact that the migration patterns of the skrei might change due to climate change should not be underestimated as a threat to future resilience of the system. General lessons learned from this example are that despite a general perspective to resilience, some ES cannot simply be replaced, and that the complexity and interdependence of ES should not be underestimated in understanding resilience of nature-based tourism.

Today, tourism destinations worldwide find themselves closer to crossing a threshold where recovery is perhaps impossible. COVID-19 has exposed the vulnerability of the global tourism system, illustrating how the central characteristics of tourism—traveling—is a potential threat to its own resilience. The politically decided restrictions on traveling that followed COVID-19 have laid bare the urgent need for transformation in the industry (Gössling et al. 2020). The effects caused by COVID-19 may prove to be an example of how the future of tourism relies not only on adaptive capacities and system resilience but also on the actors’ and systems’ ability to transform. Also, tourism’s contribution to global emissions is of major concern (Dubois and Ceron 2006; Scott and Becken 2010; Scott et al. 2012; Gössling et al. 2013; Scott et al. 2016; Gössling and Higham 2020). In the wake of the vulnerability revealed by COVID-19 and the obligations contained in the Paris Agreement on reducing global emissions, we argue that a transition toward a more sustainable tourism industry (on both climatic, environmental, social, and economic parameters) could reveal a more resilient tourism system. In line with the understanding of a general (inclusive) resilience capability (Folke et al. 2010), we assess that nature-based tourism in Lofoten is of major concern (Dubois and Ceron 2006; Scott and Becken 2010; Scott et al. 2012; Gössling et al. 2013; Scott et al. 2016; Gössling and Higham 2020). In the wake of the vulnerability revealed by COVID-19 and the obligations contained in the Paris Agreement on reducing global emissions, we argue that a transition toward a more sustainable tourism industry (on both climatic, environmental, social, and economic parameters) could reveal a more resilient tourism system. In line with the understanding of a general (inclusive) resilience capability (Folke et al. 2010), we assess that nature-based tourism destinations similar to Lofoten are likely to have a level of transformability that could ensure future resilience and sustainability, if not for the tourism sector in its current form, but for the communities where tourism takes place. Another take-home message from this study would thus be that the way a tourist destination best increases resilience would be to increase one’s flexibility with regard to dependency on specific ES.

Diverse destinations, characterized by the utilization of a wide set of ES, and where the tourism industry does coexist with other industries in a vibrant community, can contribute to making tourism systems more flexible and capable of facing a future in which transformation seems more likely than “building back.” One reason for this is that stakeholders have not invested heavily in hard infrastructure like ski lifts or cruise boats tailored for specific market segments and ES. It will be easier to transform when the path is not predetermined by previous investments or dependent on only one or a few ES. Likewise, activities offered at nature-based destinations are often low-carbon and high-value products, attracting visitors that can thereby contribute to build sustainable local communities and to the shift from volume to value creation. The remoteness and small-scale accommodations may even turn out to be a transformative ability, given that the post-COVID-19 travelers might potentially seek more rural destinations and smaller accommodations to avoid crowding. Finally, the ongoing travel restrictions might be an opportunity to change future travel patterns. A shift in orientation toward markets closer to the destination would contribute to a lower carbon footprint and to a reduced dependency on the state of global affairs. New travel patterns might favor destinations that can offer a variety of activities and experiences, as a more sustainable tourism sector should develop strategies to facilitate for longer but fewer travels for the average customer.

As shown above, stakeholders do report of changes in tourists’ preferences and behavior. Research has argued for a greater degree of attention on the tourists’ perception, since they are the ones with the largest capacity to adapt to changes in climate, mobility costs, or politics, simply by substituting destinations, seasons, and activities (Gössling et al. 2012; Scott et al. 2016). Tourists’ adaptive capacity, awareness of, and response to climate change and climate policy are therefore important assessments to include when planning to meet future challenges, and thus an interesting topic for further studies.

However, if the tourism sector is to put new sustainable models into action, their strategies must reflect other regimes than those of volume-based growth. It turns out that the tourism sector’s understanding of climate variability is often defined within a broader sustainability discussion to which job creation and economic sustainability also belong (Scott and Becken 2010) and where climate issues are understood either as imposing variations on their capacity or as changes so far ahead in time that they are of minor concern for day-to-day operations. The shift from volume to value creation has been highlighted as the roadmap to sustainable tourism but has been difficult to implement due to a variety of obstacles (Gössling and Higham 2020). It is crucial for climate policy and the tourism sector to overcome these obstacles and they are therefore important topics for further research and for sustainable tourism.
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